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Abstract

The consensual exercise is building a positive impact on the development of basic skills for youth football

players. The progression of the compatibility capability training swelled quickly, accurately and with different

intensity, low and high, had a great role in the mechanism of professional performance in football. The

intermarriage of exercises between the skills used in speed training and harmonic accuracy has a positive effect

on the level of skill development in football. Emphasizing the special harmonic exercises as it leads to the

development of the speed and accuracy of the skilled performance of football. There is need to develop players

through capacity building and other consensual exercises in a scientific manner, the positive effects in the

development of basic skills in football. There is need to use different methods of exercises, consensual and not to

rely on only one way.
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Introduction

The nature of football differs in terms of detail and external form the player is affected by these different details

(Raed, 2004). Modern training is an integrated process planned based on solid scientific foundations that work on the

arrival of players to the high level of sports performance in football, which entails achieving this goal that the coach

planning and organizing the abilities of his players physical, technical and mental and psychological and mental

characteristics, that the preparation of the player from the young according to training programs codified and suitable

from all aspects of physical, technical, intellectual and intellectual as well as to the level of compatibility of the level

of compatibility Good and gradual categories even the teams are of great importance and many of the coaches of the

world of the countries superior in football have been interested in the development of physical and mental training

bases as well as psychological for their players believing that they are the foundation (Mohammed, 1999). Fitness is

one of the most important foundations of the entire training process as this is evident in the role played by the physical

competence in modern football, which is characterized by modern rhythm under different playing conditions and

which requires a high ability of players to maintain the effectiveness of the performance throughout the game (Bo Al,

1977). The compatibility capabilities that form the desired dynamic compatibility group in addition to the

mathematical technique are essential to ensure excellence and achievement in the field of sports and related to both
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motor compatibility and mathematical technique symposia of reception and processing of information and self-control

in behavior and motor behavior and sense of movement related to performance so that the player reaches the harmony

of movements and link them together to form an integrated training unit on the basis of the functional interaction

based on the cognitive and sense of mobility (Ashraf, 2010). The importance of research is highlighted in finding

exercises that integrate the speed and accuracy of compatibility capabilities together where the difficulty of

performing them for all age groups and even applicants.

Literature review

The players in the Iraqi teams are difficult to implement and achieve the speed and accuracy of applying basic skills in

football, because of the lack of use of fast playing methods in their daily units and the reason for the lack of interest in

modern training methods through which the training and implementation of skills is emphasized with the speed and

accuracy required by performance, during the simple experience of researchers being players for some of the clubs

advanced in the league noted that most coaches of youth teams do not use the compatibility exercises by linking speed

and accuracy together through the training units of their teams and not linking them with the rest of the qualities

Physical and other skills which affect the levels of performance in the matches, which in the cycle instructs the

weakness of neuromuscular compatibility with exercises, which affects the cycle on the performance of the games so

the researchers saw the study of this problem (Ashraf, 2010). Harmonic abilities are abilities that depend on the

investment of motor sensation and the use of the central and peripheral nervous system for control, and from motor

abilities such as balance, compatibility, motor agility and motor accuracy (Ya'ar, 2010).

Methodology

Research Approach: Researchers choose experimental approach with the design of the pilot groups, Code Age more

than scientific curricula appropriate to solve the problem of the search.

Research Sample: The research community was chosen in the random way of the youth football category and the

sample was chosen in the random way as well, namely the police sports club and the sample" is the model on which

the researcher conducts the whole and the center of his work on it" (Mohammed, 1999). The research sample of the

police sports club youth football club players (30) players, where the number of actual players who did the tests are

(20) players out of the total (24) where (2) goalkeepers and (2) players were excluded as a result of injury became the

number (4), and the age of the players were the youth category of 17-19 years. Where the research sample represented

(19%) of the research community

Table (1)

Statistical treatment of the tribal test of the control and experimental groups for the purpose of parity

Trail

transport

hit 1.157

.3134 Irr

1,375

0.288

0.092
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Devices and tools :digital electronic timing clocks 1/100 of a second manual type (Casio) (3) electronic calculator

(laptop) type (HP) number (1) camera (digital) goals and half football field. Football number (10) chargers number

(24). 24. Sticks number (10) length of 1 m ropes of different dimensions. 5 m long band. Colored adhesive. It's a

measurement. 20 whistles( 3) type (smtwtfs) ground training ladder length 2.4 m and 50cm width (2).

The tests used in handling research feedback on the wall for 30 seconds, the test sit safely cradled between (10)

common signs back and forth and the name of the test scoring toward the goal is divided into squares

The main experiment (special exercises), a researcher using the method of training.04.2002 The first two weeks

measuring 60-70%high intensity in the third, fourth and fifth weeks 80- 90%and weeks of training other recursive 90-

100% the fact that speed and accuracy you need to undergo different training methods of each other until we reach the

high intensity training exercise in the fact that building a variety compatibility need to low intensity first, high-Ii.

develop game of football need to · Track & Field team coach (speed and strength) and undulation Training Program 3

- 1 Weeks for training course (weekly exercises the main part), three training units per week for eight weeks any(24)

training units and most of the workout a vehicle (and skill), (compromise - and skill), and (2) Clarify the exercise

models used .The exercises claim after the 11th hour for main unit part Training Courses 30 - 45 minutes, depending

on the objectives of the exercise.

Results

1. Statistical treatment of tribal exams has passed the officer and experimental conference 088-2354130

Table (1)

Statistical treatment of tribal exams has passed the control and experimental conference 088-2354130

20.66 1.971 18.11

0.918 0.091

14.50 1.958 15.1 1.663 0.470

Trail

transport

hit 1.157

.3134 1,126 0.354 .503

.672

20.66 1.971 19.664 1.790 Owns

2.403 0.047
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Statistical treatment of the remote test for the control and experimental groups and their discussion

Table (2)

Statistical treatment of the remote test for the control and experimental groups

14.50 1.958 14.50 3.865 .008 0.980

Irr 1,375 0.288 1.796 0.289 Totaling

5.193
0.001

18.11
0.918

16.810 0.324
9 4.588 0.001

15.1
1.663 18.60 1.350

mts
9 7,000

1,126 0.354 1.796 0.289 6.205 0.001

19.664 1.790 16.810 0.324 4.512
0.000

14.50 3.865 18.60 1.350

mts

4.686
0.000
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Conclusions

1- The consensual sadc building positive impact on the development of basic skills for youth football players.

2. The progression of the compatibility capability training swelled quickly, accurately and with different intensity,

low and high, had a great role in the mechanism of professional performance in football.

3. The intermarriage of exercises between the skills used in speed training and harmonic accuracy has a positive

effect on the level of skill development in football

4. Emphasizing the special harmonic exercises as it leads to the development of the speed and accuracy of the

skilled performance of football.

5. The need to develop players through capacity building and other consensual exercises in a scientific manner, the

positive effects in the development of basic skills in football0

6. The need to use different methods of exercises, consensual and not to rely on only one way.
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